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Introduction

Older adults are the fastest growing population in the United States (US).\(^1\) As of 2060, persons 65+ years will make up 24% of the US population.\(^1\) At the same time, it is essential that all aging adults (age 40 years and older) have access to evidence-based food and nutrition programs so they have access to food that will promote optimal health and nutrition, physical and cognitive functioning and quality of life.\(^2\) This aging of the US will drive change in the nutrition profession as nutrition and dietetics professionals try to coordinate and manage continuous assessment and documentation of nutrition and food program outcomes for aging adults.\(^3\) Additionally, one of the Healthy People 2020 objectives is to increase the number of health care professionals who have geriatric certification, with registered dietitians as one of the target professions.\(^4\)

Though more research is needed to address the general health care needs and specifically the nutritional needs of aging adults, current literature shows that recruiting aging adults for research has multiple challenges.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^8\) These recruitment challenges, such as multiple chronic health conditions, cognitive issues, polypharmacy, time burden and transportation, are part of the reason that older adults are not well represented in health care research.\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^9\) This is a concern as much of the evidence used to make decisions for older adult care, is based on a younger population.\(^9\) This can lead to nutrition and food practice and policy decisions for older adults that are based on persons with fewer co-morbidities, take fewer drugs, have less disability and more resources than the target population has.\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^9\)

The United States Department of Agriculture-funded multistate project, Changing Health Trajectory for Older Adults through Effective Diet and Activity Modifications (NE1439), is addressing this research shortage in aging adults in order to determine best practices based in science to help adults age successfully and healthfully. This NE1439 project recruits aging adults
for a variety of studies from cross-sectional research\textsuperscript{10} to focus groups\textsuperscript{11} to intervention studies.\textsuperscript{12-16} This article will focus on the lessons learned from recruiting aging adults into nutrition-related interventions. We present short vignettes from three universities that utilized various recruitment strategies to reach different audiences to illustrate the many challenges that may occur and the strategies used to enhance recruitment efforts. Each vignette discusses the recruitment issues experienced using three different approaches: health-care provider assisted recruitment, hospital-based recruitment, and community-based recruitment.

**West Virginia University: Recruiting in a Rural Community for Weight-related Intervention Research**

West Virginia (WV) is a mostly rural state that lies 100\% within the Appalachian region. West Virginians have the highest rates of diet-related chronic conditions including obesity, diabetes, and hypertension,\textsuperscript{17} and the poorest intakes of fruits and vegetables\textsuperscript{18} in the nation. Middle-aged adults (45- to 64-year-olds), which include most of the Baby Boomer generation, are at most significant risk. They have higher rates of obesity than children, younger adults or older adults\textsuperscript{17} and are entering retirement age in poorer states of health than previous generations.\textsuperscript{19} One in five already has two or more chronic conditions.\textsuperscript{20} This is particularly concerning in WV where middle-aged adults make up nearly 30\% of the population.\textsuperscript{21} As this large cohort grows older, the number of people with multiple chronic conditions and associated disabilities is expected to increase substantially.\textsuperscript{22} Thus, there is a need to develop interventions to improve diet and reduce chronic disease in high-risk populations like middle-aged West Virginians.

Our overarching aim was to develop, and pilot test a telenutrition intervention to deliver as a referral service from the primary care setting. A survey of WV primary care physicians had indicated a need for diet counseling and weight loss services to which they could refer patients.\textsuperscript{23}
We conducted two formative studies to help inform the telenutrition intervention development. The three studies for which recruitment experiences are described were conducted in the same geographical location in north central West Virginia. These two counties were chosen because they were near the University and they were not statistically different than the state average regarding their rates of fruit and vegetable intake and obesity and diabetes rates, major risk factors for heart disease.

**Study 1.** The purpose of this focus group study was to determine gender-specific motivators and barriers to adopting healthful diets and losing weight among middle-aged West Virginians with risk factors for cardiovascular disease. The focus groups were conducted in a community setting in the geographical area we intended to offer the tele-delivered intervention. Sessions were held on select Saturdays in a hotel conference room. We sought to recruit 50 participants for the study. To be eligible, participants were required to be 45 to 64 years of age, have body mass index (BMI) ≥ 25 kg/m$^2$, to be residents in one of two counties, to be married or living with a companion, and have one of the following cardiovascular risk factors: high blood pressure, diabetes, pre-diabetes, high cholesterol, or high triglycerides. Participants received a $30 gift card for participation.

We recruited using both passive and active methods. Passive recruitment methods included placing an advertisement in the newspaper, distributing flyers to churches, schools, community organizations, businesses and libraries, and participant word-of-mouth. Active methods included in-person advertising at employee health fairs and community events and presenting to local organizations’ group meetings.
After five months of recruitment efforts, we had officially screened 48 potential participants who contacted the study staff after hearing about the study. Of those screened, 77% (n=37) were eligible and scheduled to attend a focus group session. Of those, 30 (18 men and 12 women) attended a focus group session. Thus, we met only 60% of our recruitment goal. We amended the recruitment strategy throughout the duration. Initially, we recruited residents from our primary county of interest, but after a few months added an adjacent neighboring county to increase recruitment. We also added recruitment sites throughout the recruitment process and scheduled sessions based on having have at least three participants per session instead of the originally planned minimum of five. The time involved for study staff to travel and participate in recruitment efforts was substantial for this project. Although the groups and total sample size were smaller than had been planned, we reached data saturation (no new themes or insights emerged from the final male and female focus groups).

Overall, 23 of the 30 participants reported hearing about the study by word-of-mouth from a family member or friend. Only a few attended based on other types of passive recruitment or even the active community in-person recruiting at health fairs or community groups. Those who did not attend mostly cited competing time demands on the weekends as their rationale. From this experience, we began to develop a database to ask current participants if we could contact them to participate in future studies in order to have a direct way to contact previous participants. Additionally, we learned that recruitment by word-of-mouth was the most successful recruitment method.

**Study 2.** The purpose of this cross-sectional cardiovascular risk assessment study was to learn about the diet and lifestyle patterns of middle-aged adults in the same targeted geographical location as study one. We aimed to recruit and enroll 100 men and women. Due to recruitment
challenges and findings from the first study, we amended our recruitment strategy to include primary care physician offices and gave advertisement cards to participants at their in-person visits and asked them to share them with people they knew to enhance word-of-mouth recruitment. We also distributed flyers to churches, schools, community organizations, and local businesses, and used active recruiting such as in-person advertising at employee health fairs and community events.

The study required participants to complete three dietary assessment phone calls, complete an online survey and attend an in-person health assessment visit where anthropometric data were measured and blood was drawn for laboratory analysis. In-person sessions were held on select Saturday mornings as this was the only day and time a central location could be obtained, and participants in study 1 indicated that weekends were preferred over weekdays. Participants received a $100 gift card and a report of the results from their diet assessment and laboratory tests. To be eligible for this second study, individuals had to be 45-64 years of age, non-smokers, and live in one of the two counties in our target area. Participants were excluded if they self-reported having had surgery the previous 6 months, a defibrillator or pacemaker, having a diagnosis of heart, liver or kidney disease or cancer, took anticoagulant or anti-inflammatory medications, abused alcohol or other substances, had a major change in diet or appetite in the previous three months, or did not have a telephone.

After 5 months, we recruited 96 participants (96% of goal). One-hundred and seventeen potential participants met the screening criteria and indicated they were interested in taking part in the study. Of those, 18 did return the signed consent form and three signed the consent form but did not participate (n=1 changed their mind, n=1 could not make the date of the in-person assessment and n=1 had a change in status in which they no longer meet the inclusion criteria).
We extended the study an additional month and added an in-person data collection date to allow for additional participants. While we nearly met our recruitment goal, a majority of participants had incomes greater than $50,000 (67%) and had a college education (57%), both higher demographics than the state averages. Of the 96 who participated, a large majority (n=71) indicated they learned about the study from a family member or friend, 16 learned about it from participating in another study, and the remainder (n=9) heard about it from a flyer in the community or doctor’s office.

*Study 3.* The purpose of this pilot randomized controlled intervention study was 1) to evaluate feasibility and acceptability in terms of recruitment, retention, adherence and satisfaction, and 2) to assess the effectiveness of the male-only telenutrition program compared to enhanced usual care regarding changes in weight and caloric reduction. We chose to target men for the intervention because men in WV have higher rates of overweight and obesity than those in any other state; nearly 75% are overweight or obese. Middle-aged men in WV are disproportionately affected by obesity and men are understudied subpopulation at-risk for costly weight-related comorbidities.24 We aimed to recruit 60 participants from four primary care physician offices that were located in the target county. Participants were randomized to receive either an intervention group or an enhanced usual care group for 12 weeks. Both groups received diet-related educational materials, but only the intervention group participants received weekly support from a registered dietitian nutritionist via tele-conferencing. A $100 gift card was provided to participants who completed the study.

Participants were men, 40 to 70 years of age, who had a BMI ≥ 30 and a diagnosis of at least one of the following conditions: hypertension, hyperlipidemia, pre-diabetes and/or diabetes. They were included if they were married or living with a companion. They were not eligible if they
reported any of the following; 1) having a diagnosis of kidney disease, liver disease, celiac disease or cancer (except skin or prostate); 2) having had major surgery or cardiovascular event (e.g., stroke or heart attack) in the past six months; 3) using insulin, steroids, blood thinners requiring consistent vitamin K intake or anti-obesity medications; 4) drinking >2 alcoholic beverages daily; 5) already following a diet to lose weight or weight loss of ≥ 10 pounds in past 6 months; and 6) did not have a home computer with high-speed internet service.

Male patients 40 to 70 years with a BMI ≥ 30 and a diagnosis of at least one of the qualifying diagnoses provided above were mailed an invitation letter from their primary care physician (n=961). Nearly 13% (n=123) of those who were mailed letters were screened for eligibility. Of those, 64% (n=59) were eligible and 85% of those eligible (n=67) consented to participate.24 Seven declined participation post-consent and one was excluded due to an existing diagnosis that precluded participation. Recruitment took 8 weeks and ended when the desired number of participants who scheduled their first in-person assessment visit.

Of the series of studies, this study yielded the most participants over the shortest amount of time. After 8 weeks, we met our recruitment goal of 60 participants. One person declined post consent due to a health condition. Three who started the study dropped out at or before the 6-week time point (mid-way). Thus, we retained 95% (56 participants completed the study) of the study population which is higher than the 80% we anticipated. We demonstrated that we could enroll and retain participants in the study and that collaborating with primary care providers improves participant recruitment. In fact, when participants were asked what their main reason was for participating in research study: 36.4% indicated it was because their doctor recommended it, 40% said it was because they had been wanting to lose weight but were not sure what to do. No one indicated that it was for the $100 gift card. Overall, the recruitment was deemed successful;
however, most of the participants in our sample had incomes greater than $50,000 and nearly half were college graduates. In future studies, efforts will be improved to reach a greater portion of low-income participants.

**XXXX XXXX University: Discussion from Recruitment Challenges**

This series of studies demonstrates that recruitment of rural aging adults with multiple chronic conditions is challenging as has been previously reported. Nested within our aging adult population are several factors known to impact recruitment efforts including: 1) rurality;25 2) Appalachia region residence;26 and 3) disproportionate rates of obesity and poor eating habits. Cultural characteristics, geographical barriers and lack of trust of outside scientific investigators have been cited as factors contributing to poor recruitment in rural Appalachia.26 The time and cost demands of recruiting an adequate number of study participants from rural Appalachia and in health disparate areas should be considered in grant proposals. In our studies, the most successful approaches to recruitment were word-of-mouth by participants and collaborations with primary care physicians. Both of these methods relate to having someone who participants know and trust to recommend the study. Building trusting and collaborative relationships with providers who refer patients for nutrition care may be a key factor in improving patient participation and compliance with nutrition care in rural Appalachia whether in research or practice settings.

**XXXX XXXX University: Recruiting in the Hospital for Community-based Intervention Research**

Alabama (AL) and Mississippi (MS) are primarily rural states in the deep south. Both states have counties that are a part of the Appalachian region and the Delta region. These two states vie for the ‘first in the worst’ of health outcomes, including among diet-related chronic conditions noted
above. Older adults in Alabama and Mississippi bear the weight of a lifetime of poor health conditions and, while obesity and associated conditions are of grave concern, some also are at risk of undernutrition. This may be especially true for older adults who are already ill and hospitalized. Thus, there is a need to develop interventions that ensure adequate nutrition for this subset of the population.

Toward that end, in Alabama and Mississippi, we (co-authors Buys and Locher) have been actively engaged in randomized control trials to test interventions for people recently discharged from the hospital. While extant literature suggests that scientists in many fields face challenges recruiting participants for research studies, our experiences suggest that this may be even of greater significance when recruiting participants for studies of this type. Our experiences with these projects have highlighted some particular barriers and challenges to recruiting participants in a hospital setting for community-based nutrition interventions, and that is the focus of this section. We will discuss experiences from three studies in two hospitals, one in Alabama and one in Mississippi.

Beginning in 2008, our team (XXX, XXX, and others) began conducting randomized controlled trials to assess the feasibility and efficacy of providing nutrition-related interventions to aging adults after discharge from the hospital. We were motivated by findings from epidemiological studies that show that undernutrition or malnutrition in aging adults is a precursor to poor outcomes, and that undernutrition maybe associated with hospitalizations or illnesses which precipitated the hospital admission.\textsuperscript{27-32} Therefore, we argue that the transition from hospital to home is a particularly important leverage point for addressing nutrition-related needs.
**Study 1.** In the initial randomized controlled trial, Behavioral Nutrition Intervention for Community-dwelling Elders (B-NICE), we sought 120 participants aged 65+ years who were at risk for or experiencing undernutrition. Our multi-component behavioral nutrition intervention was implemented in a community-based, home setting with the goal of assessing a multilevel self-management intervention to improve nutritional status in a group of high-risk aging adults. Participants randomized to the intervention arm were given a list of options for behavioral interventions designed to increase their caloric intake with a goal of either maintaining or gaining weight; intervention examples included increasing the number meals they ate with another person, adding higher fat content to their diets or increasing the number of snacks they ate each day, in addition to more than a dozen other options. We recruited, among other settings, in a hospital on a geriatric-specific general medicine floor, that had a full-time nurse-coordinator, social worker, and a dedicated geriatrician, where we encountered many challenges to the success of the study.³³

Participants were required to be Medicare-eligible individuals, 65 or older, who were receiving skilled home health care. To be eligible for the study, individuals had to be able to communicate or have a caregiver who was able to communicate, live in a private residence, have an acute illness or chronic condition, and undereating. We defined undereating as “consuming insufficient calories to maintain current body weight; a caloric intake of 5% or more below the estimated energy requirement, and/or having an unintentional body weight loss of 2.5% during the previous 6 months.”³³(p1676) Some individuals were excluded from the study if they had cognitive impairment, as noted with a score on the Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire of less than 8 of 10 if living alone or without a caregiver or less than 5 of 10 if living with someone or having a caregiver present.³⁴ Individuals were also excluded if they had a “terminal illness, cancer
diagnosis within past 5 years, end-stage renal disease, any tube feedings, or ventilator dependence.”

While we sought participants directly from home health agencies, a primary recruitment source was the University hospital’s geriatrics unit. We attended daily, multidisciplinary rounds and met with the social worker to determine which patients would be discharged with home health services; then we would visit them in their room, present the study to them, and invite them to be a part of the study. Our recruitment efforts were insufficient to meet enrollment goals, with us only reaching approximately 50% of our targeted enrollment during a 2-year project period. We noted that Sahyoun and colleagues reached 50% of their targeted enrollment in the Community Connections Demonstration Project, a study funded by the Administration on Aging that recruited from a similar population and from comparable sources.

Recruitment among these populations may be difficult because participants perceive more involvement than they or their families are willing or able to offer, given the burden of their illness. Lending support to this hypothesis, Villareal in a randomized control trial of weight loss in aging adults enrolled almost the same number as we did. In our case, it may be that we experienced limited referrals from discharge planners, home health nurses, case managers, and social workers for the study because of bureaucracy in the local agency or hospital or uncertainty over who was responsible for providing referrals. Also, as noted in previous research, much of this work is assigned to social workers, who already have many responsibilities without adequate time to give to projects like this. Beyond barriers to referral, we observed that potential participants were resistant to enrollment after learning that a goal of the study was to ensure weight maintenance or promote weight gain, depending on the needs of the participant. We
surmise that this type of recruitment may be an unfortunate unintended consequence of the anti-obesity public health messages.

Ultimately, we found that participants who received the intervention did consume more calories per day than those who received usual care (1,620 vs. 1,527, p<0.05). However, the participants enrolled in that arm indicated that the behavioral intervention was burdensome. Because of these challenges, recruiting, enrolling, and retaining participants in the study, we determined that in future work, we would promote “improved nutritional intake or energy intake” or a “healthy diet” in future research, and that we would test interventions that were less burdensome on participants and their families.

*Study 2.* Due to recruitment challenges, and general outcomes and findings from the first study, our team sought to transition our work from the multi-component behavioral intervention approach to providing a direct service of meal delivery to the same population of patients to provide them with added calories and nutritious food after discharge. Specifically, we tested a 10-day meal-delivery intervention in which a local non-profit agency prepared 3-meals per day and delivered them Monday-Friday, with enough for the weekend on Friday. We named this study Meals Enhancing Nutrition after Discharge (MEND) and anticipated that the challenges to recruitment would be less profound. However, we encountered similar barriers.\(^{13}\)

Our recruitment strategy was very similar to the B-NICE study with the exception of the following: we recruited exclusively from the University hospital’s geriatrics unit as we described above. We sought 24 participants 65+ years or older; at risk for malnutrition; cognitively intact; able to communicate; and being discharged to a place where the patient or family was responsible for preparing meals. We specifically sought participants diagnosed with congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, acute myocardial infarction, or pneumonia;
these diagnoses are ones for which 30-day hospital readmissions are penalized. Participants randomized to the intervention group received 10 days of home-delivered meals and nutrition education; the control group received usual care and nutrition education. We were interested in the feasibility of a larger randomized controlled trial to explore the impact of interventions on hospital readmissions and caloric intake. We also evaluated satisfaction with the intervention.

We met our recruitment goals and technically demonstrated that we could enroll and retain participants in the study and that collaborating with a small non-profit organization to provide meals to older adults being discharged to home is feasible. We also found that participants in the intervention group consumed 1,595 kcal during the 10-day post-discharge intervention period compared with a 1,235 kcal (p<0.05) for those in the control group. However, we found that it took much longer than anticipated to complete the study (13 months vs. 6 months as planned). We had to screen 155 patients to enroll the required 24; some participants were not eligible, some were generally resistant to participating in research, and others were specifically uninterested in interventions that might lead to weight gain. Finding participants required that we have a staff member attending rounds each day, which presented a major burden on our team. We also noted that collaboration with a non-profit organization located many miles away from our offices and which had limited capacity to deliver meals highlighted the importance of working with many organizations rather than just one.

Because of these challenges, we re-evaluated our needs and goals and decided that addressing the logistical challenges of providing meal delivery may be insurmountable in tailoring for a narrow population. In contrast, Meals on Wheels and associated programs are operated for aging adults who are more broadly at nutritional risk. Therefore, we sought to test alternative approaches to providing the nutritional care that patients need after discharge.
*Study 3.* As a result of the logistical challenges associated with providing meal delivery, we sought an opportunity to partner with a large nutrition services provider operating in a hospital to test meal services provided for patients after hospital discharge. We also had an interest in testing out similar interventions in community hospitals, so we implemented this study exploring the feasibility and efficacy of providing a 10-day supply of frozen meals on discharge in such a hospital- a small, rural hospital, in a different town and state (Mississippi).

In this study, we sought 24 participants to be randomized to one of two arms: 1) a nutrition intervention arm, sending 10 days of meals with the patients at discharge, along with nutrition education materials and 2) the control group that would receive usual care and nutrition education materials. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were identical to those in Study 2.

For the recruitment process, the study staff worked with the two registered dietitians at the local hospital who knew the patients in the hospital and were able to access the electronic medical record. The dietitians contacted the study team when a patient was admitted who was eligible for the study since they did not have a geriatrics-specific rounds as the university-based hospital did.

Despite having a direct connection to the registered dietitians to assist with recruitment, we experienced significant difficulty enrolling participants and never achieved our goals. We screened over 50 participants, consented 25 and actually enrolled 20; however, only 9 completed the 45-day follow-up data collection. We believe that this was largely due to a lack of familiarity with research in this community-based hospital. Similar to the other studies,37-40 participants were concerned about how much work would be required by them. They particularly did not want to respond to 24-hour food recalls; and in fact, many refused to participate after learning
about the recalls. Even of those who did consent, of those matriculating through the study, we had less than 50% of the participants who finished the 45-day follow-up calls.

We recognize the need for an opportunity to better communicate with community members about why research is important and why people may want to get involved, including for their own benefits and for the good of others beyond the timeframe of the study at hand. We also see an opportunity to engage more community-based registered dietitians in research, including training them on how to conduct joint research projects.

XXXX XXXX University: Discussion from Recruitment Challenges

The key lessons learned from these three studies, each with different aims and in two different cities and settings, were that one must have a contingency plan and adapt along the way. Recruiting hospitalized and frail aging adults for randomized controlled trial interventions is challenging. Staffs in hospitals are well-intentioned and excellent colleagues; however, they may have little extra time to assist with study recruitment. Furthermore, aging adults, especially those who are frail and ill, are concerned about participating in what they deem is a high-burden study including 24-hour food recalls. In the future, we should engage in evaluation and assessment that is more comprehensive prior to launching a research project- even a pilot research project- to better gauge the readiness of the stakeholders for participation. Specifically in this case, we should have conducted interviews with recently discharged older adults from this or similar hospitals, and we should have assessed the feasibility of the process more clearly with the local registered dietitians.

XXXX XXXX University: Recruiting for Community-based Nutrition Education Programs

In Iowa, adults age 60 years and older make up 16.4% of the total state population, with 55.6% being female.\(^4\) Iowa has its own strengths and challenges with a growing aging adult population.
In comparison to the rest of the U.S., Iowa’s aging adult population ranks low in prevalence of poverty (7.0%) and food insecurity (10.6%).\textsuperscript{42} However, compared to the national average Iowa experiences higher obesity rates (31.1\% versus 27.6\%).\textsuperscript{42} Over three-quarters (97.5\%) of Iowans age 65 to 74 years and nearly two-thirds (65.9\%) of Iowans age 75 years and older are classified as overweight or obese.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, Iowa’s 2016 16.2\% of Iowans aged 65-74 years and 22.7\% of those aged 75 years and older rated their health as “fair or poor.”\textsuperscript{43}

Two lifestyle interventions were pilot-tested as part of NE:1439 Project in Iowa. These interventions included one statewide exergaming pilot study\textsuperscript{14,44} and a whole grains curriculum pilot project that took place in Iowa and New Hampshire.\textsuperscript{10} Both studies were implemented at the community level and pilot tested among adults aged 60 years and older. The exergaming program, Living (well through) Intergenerational Fitness and Exercise (LIFE Program) was implemented entirely through Extension.\textsuperscript{14,44} The “Is it Whole Grains?” curriculum was implemented by trained research staff with nutrition education experience.\textsuperscript{10} Below we will discuss the recruitment successes and challenges toward these community-based lifestyle interventions.

\textit{Study 1.} Given low rates of physical activity among older Iowans, the LIFE Program was implemented within rural Iowa counties by trained Extension staff (henceforth referred to as program manager) as a 24-week intergenerational exergaming intervention.\textsuperscript{14,44,45} The first eight weeks consists of twice-weekly exergaming sessions facilitated by a younger adult trainer. The remaining 16-weeks were comprised twice-weekly sessions facilitated by a peer-leader (who was trained by the younger adult trainer) and a mailed wellness newsletter. In addition to the 24-week intervention, participants completed comprehensive paper/pencil questionnaires comprised of validated tools measuring outcomes such as sociodemographic questions, self-efficacy, and
physical activity readiness to change at Weeks 1, 8 and 25. To participate in the LIFE Program, participants needed to be: aged 60+ years, able to take part in a physical activity program as indicated by the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PARQ), be able to function independently, and be able to communicate their needs and comprehend instructions. Participants were excluded if they were younger than age 60 years of age, required a proxy to gather information, or were deemed unable to take part in a physical activity program by either the PARQ or their physician.

Recruitment efforts focused on community locations serving older adults. These included senior centers, congregate meal sites, community centers, apartments included with the Housing Voucher Program (previously known as Section 8 senior housing) and retirement communities. Both active and passive recruitment methods were utilized to enroll 265 older adults into the LIFE program across 31 Iowa counties over a two-year period. The active recruitment strategy for this study was in-person presentations. Passive recruitment entailed flyers placed at local venues (e.g. grocery stores, Extension offices, community centers, etc.), press releases in local papers and newsletters, and participant word-of-mouth. We found the active and word-of-mouth recruitment approaches to be most successful. Therefore, as recruitment efforts struggled, the design of the flyers and press releases were modified to include testimonials in an effort to make them more appealing to prospective participants and have an aspect of word-of-mouth from past and current participants. The in-person presentations provided prospective participants the opportunity to meet the program manager, learn about the expectations for them and to ask questions. Very few participants were recruited via the indirect methods of flyers and press releases. Two factors that adversely
affected a prospective participant’s decision to enroll was the length of time of the program (24 weeks total) and the request to complete questionnaires at three points in time.

From the perspective of the program manager, the greatest challenges towards LIFE implementation were the identification of a location to host the LIFE Program and the recruitment of participants.\textsuperscript{14} Although congregate meal sites are commonly viewed as a logical location for aging adult programming, scheduling restraints dictated by the time of meal service limits scheduling flexibility. During this pilot program, LIFE Program managers found working with senior apartments and retirement communities easier as it reduced the transportation burden of participants, altered scheduling restrictions, and increased the availability of a room conducive to a physical activity program.\textsuperscript{14} Staff were more supportive for programs at the apartments and retirement communities versus congregate meal sites.\textsuperscript{14} LIFE Program managers reported a main barrier for the participants was the evaluation component.\textsuperscript{14} When those who completed the LIFE Program were compared to those who did not, those age 84 years and younger were found to be more likely to complete the program (p=0.016).\textsuperscript{44}

\textit{Study 2.} The Is it Whole Grains? curriculum was developed by the NE:1439 multistate project team. It is a three week program that meets for one hour that focuses on what a whole grain is, how to identify a whole grain and incorporates taste testing.\textsuperscript{10} The pilot programs were held in mostly apartments that were part of the Housing Voucher Program, retirement communities, and congregate meal sites.\textsuperscript{10} Inclusion criteria included being age 60+ years and English-speaking.\textsuperscript{10} Participants were asked to complete an 8-page questionnaire at the start of Session 1 and at the end of Session 3.
The curriculum was pilot tested by community nutrition researchers in Iowa and in New Hampshire. These researchers were experienced in identifying programming locations and comfortable in explaining research procedures, which may have helped the recruitment process. Active recruitment was completed via short in-person presentations that outlined the program and participant expectations. Indirect recruitment methods included flyers, word of mouth of participants and program announcement cards. Over almost a year, 174 older adults enrolled in the study and 157 attended all three sessions (90.2% completion rate). The attributes likely contributing to the high completion rate was the amount of time required by the participants (3 weeks, 3 hours total time) and the inclusion of hands-on activities that made the program more interactive.

Similar to what was found in the LIFE Program, active recruitment efforts were more successful than the indirect methods. This provided the opportunity for prospective participants to meet with the person who would be leading the sessions. The short time frame (3 weeks) was viewed as “doable” for older adults and the request to complete pre- and post-questionnaires did not appear to adversely affect a person’s decision to enroll.

**XXXX XXXX University: Discussion from Recruitment Challenges**

The key lessons we learned from the LIFE program and the Is it Whole Grains? program were to: 1) work with facilities serving older adults that have a flexible schedule, especially if there is an intergenerational component; 2) conduct active recruitment efforts as well as encourage word of mouth by participants; and 3) recognize the time commitment of participants.

**Summary of Lessons Learned**

As research scientists, we must continue to test interventions that have promise for improving the quality of life and the health span of aging adults and it is critical that we respond to recruitment
barriers. NE1439 project members have found recruitment of older adults to be challenging but attainable when applying lessons learned from previous research and perhaps most important, incorporating a contingency plan. Having a contingency plan and being able to adapt, within study parameters, allows for a better chance of success. In the above cases, the researchers progressively adapted and responded to the recruitment difficulties faced, and in each case there were both similar challenges and new ones that emerged. For example, XXX added another county that had similar health issues and the target population rather than staying with just one county.

In addition, the participants and program managers must not view the time and effort required of the participant as too burdensome. For example, program evaluation should not be overemphasized during recruitment efforts, but rather mentioned such as “during the program, you’ll be asked to complete a few questionnaires.” For the LIFE Program, the 10-page questionnaire was viewed by many participants and program managers to be too time consuming. It was also heavily emphasized during the recruitment presentations made by program managers. Thus, the overemphasis of the questionnaires during recruitment and the LIFE Program managers’ hesitation about the evaluation tool may have adversely affected the participants’ receptivity toward completing it rather than the length of the PARQ as the barrier. The Is it Whole Grains? program evaluation, on the other hand, was not over emphasized during recruitment. It was just stated that participants would be asked to complete pre and post questionnaires. This was still a lengthy questionnaire (8 pages) but was administered by experienced researchers who did not report participant resistance toward evaluation completion.
Working with other institutions and health care professionals can provide access to larger numbers of aging adults but the various settings may present additional barriers. The advantages XXX experienced working with retirement communities and apartments that were part of the Housing Voucher Program was the staff support in recruiting/encouraging residents to take part in the programs (e.g. activity directors, social workers), the reduced transportation barrier for participants and the availability of private meeting space. Whereas, working with congregate meal sites had the challenge of finding adequate programming space that did not compete with the meal, limited hours of operation, and needing to schedule the program around both the meal and bus schedules. Also, when XXX relied on hospital staff for recruitment, many of the staff didn’t have the time and possibly a thorough understanding of the project to recruit for the study.

As other researchers have reported, face-to-face recruiting by study staff has been shown to work better than some of the more passive or other indirect recruitment methods.5 Others have reported that word-of-mouth is the most effective recruitment tool.6,47 For the NE1439 studies, active recruitment and word-of-mouth recruitment, were the most successful recruitment methods. People were most likely to participate if they heard about the study by someone they knew such as a family member or friend, or their primary care physician.

In order to promote successful recruitment for research studies and community-based nutrition and wellness programs, more qualitative work should be done. First, focus group discussions (online or in-person) with members of the target audience would be helpful in learning the motivators and barriers they experience on whether to participate. The findings from this work can inform researchers and practitioners on the best practices to implement to overcome participation barriers by focusing on the motivators. Secondly, given the prevalence of social media promotion opportunities, it would be beneficial to gain a better understanding of the
target audience’s current social media usage both in frequency and purpose (e.g., socialization, community activities, etc.). Doing so would help researchers and practitioners develop targeted social media recruitment campaigns.

A limitation of the studies presented is that they all used convenience-based sampling for participant recruitment. Convenience-based sampling may lead to a higher likelihood of including participants with greater internal motivation to join in the program and limit racial and socioeconomic status diversity. Therefore, generalizability of program application is limited due to the relatively homogeneous sample that is likely to be recruited.

**Conclusion**

Aging adults are the fastest growing population in the US and they are not well represented in the research literature. This is partially due to the challenges researchers can face when trying to recruit older adults for health-based research. However, with careful planning and use of resources such as the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics’ Nutrition Research Network (AND NRN), nutrition and food professionals can increase research participation of aging adults and therefore the evidence-based recommendations that are developed for aging adults. The AND NRN is especially helpful for clinical and community dietitians who want to complete research with aging adults and need to develop more fluency with research terms and expectations. Also the AND NRN can help researchers communicate the need for research and outcomes in a clearer and more engaging way that can motivate more aging adults to become involved.

There are some important things to consider when planning a study with aging adults. First, carefully assess the time and effort burden for the participants, as the benefit to burden ratio is very important to minimize for older adults. Also, consider the location, both the geography and culture as well as use of institutions or organization. Distinct geographies and
cultures can impact recruitment as these factors can impact transportation and, in some cultures there may be less trust of those outside their community. Relying on other health care professionals at other organizations and institutions can be challenging as they may not have the time to put into recruitment or the same investment as the research team. Direct recruitment methods, with the research team interacting with possible participants and word-of-mouth recruitment seem to be the best ways to recruit aging adults. And, maybe the most important of all strategies, is when planning the research design, inclusion/exclusion criteria and recruitment, researchers should think through all possible recruitment challenges for solutions and contingency plans. Being able to adapt and make changes when possible to recruit the target aging adults are necessary to obtain the sample size needed to make evidence-based decisions that other nutrition and health professionals can adapt and use in the provision of nutritional care.
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